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APPENDIX BAPPENDIX B

REQUIREMENTS AND DESIRABLE FEATURES FOR A FUTUREREQUIREMENTS AND DESIRABLE FEATURES FOR A FUTURE
ATS AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMATS AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

This section is divided into four subsections.  

1. General characteristics and functional capabilities of the over-all future air-ground
system (including voice and data link functions) that are considered essential.  

2. Voice characteristics and functional capabilities of the future air-ground system that are
considered essential. 

3. Data link characteristics and functional capabilities of the future air-ground system that
are considered essential.

4. Desirable characteristics and functional capabilities of the system that address
significant operational shortcomings of the current air-ground communications system.

1.1 General system requirements (voice and data link) General system requirements (voice and data link) 

1.1.1 No degradation in safetyNo degradation in safety

A fundamental requirement is that any new system shall not cause a degradation in safety
when compared with the existing system; however, there is an over-all objective to improve safety.

1.1.2 Communications capacityCommunications capacity

A fundamental requirement of system improvements is to satisfy the communication needs by
providing additional communications capacity for the higher traffic density areas of the world for as long as
possible.  Concerning voice communications the future system shall provide a minimum capacity of twice that
of the present system.  The system shall support a data link capability with sufficient growth potential to
support new enhanced data link applications (ATS and AOC).

1.1.3 Low cost of airborne equipmentLow cost of airborne equipment

The system design shall seek to minimize costs for the airborne system to the minimum level
practical compared to present avionics costs.

1.1.4 Ground infrastructureGround infrastructure

The ground infrastructure required for the future communication system shall be
implementable on an incremental capacity/capability basis, with an acceptable cost and complexity.
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1.1.5 Human/machine interfaceHuman/machine interface

The future system design shall exhibit a simple human/machine interface for initiating and
carrying out voice and data link communications, and to ensure that error inducing mechanisms are not
introduced.

1.1.6 Minimization of workloadMinimization of workload

Where possible, the communications functions shall be automated to reduce pilot/controller
workload.

1.1.7 Aircraft speedAircraft speed

The system shall serve aircraft with any ground speed of up to 850 knots and any relative
air-to-air speed of up to 1 200 knots.

1.1.8 Radio station rangeRadio station range

A radio station shall have the capability to communicate within the radio line-of-sight up to a
maximum range of 200 NM.  It should be within the capability of the system to communicate to extended
ranges beyond 200 NM.

1.1.9 Area coverageArea coverage

The system shall support area coverage requirements taking into account spectrum efficiency.
Any new system shall be capable of satisfying this requirement in an acceptable manner without increasing
pilot or controller workload, or reducing the reliability of communications, all of which could have an impact
on safety.

1.1.10 Limiting of accidental contentionLimiting of accidental contention

The system shall minimize channel blockage due to a transmitter being unintentionally keyed,
for example due to a stuck microphone (EUROCAE ED68 for voice and RTCA DO 217).

1.1.11 Direction findingDirection finding

The system shall be capable of supporting a direction finding function to locate an aircraft
equipped with a VHF transceiver.

1.1.12 SecuritySecurity

The system shall include the capability to provide a degree of security from unauthorized
users (e.g. phantom controllers). 
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1.1.13 Increased radio frequency interference protectionIncreased radio frequency interference protection

The system shall provide an increased degree of protection from radio frequency interference.

1.1.14 Operation of multiple channelsOperation of multiple channels

The system shall allow a controller to consolidate and operate several sectors during periods
of low traffic, which requires using several channels simultaneously.

1.1.15 Transition and backward compatibilityTransition and backward compatibility

The orderly transition process shall allow the present system to be used and/or phased out,
as required.  The system shall be capable of a phased introduction of techniques and equipment. Users shall
be capable of accessing the current system throughout the transition period, in order to receive full ATS/AOC
services.

If a mixed old and new system environment is used within a common group of users (e.g. a
sector), the system shall be capable of supporting party line between the present voice system and any new
voice system for the users.

1.1.16 Co-existence between present and future VHF air-ground communications systemsCo-existence between present and future VHF air-ground communications systems

It is essential that there be no significant degradation of the present system from any future
systems during the transition period. 

1.1.17 Automatic channel managementAutomatic channel management

The system should be capable of supporting automatic channel management with manual
override.

One aspect of this is automatic transfer of control and communications between ADS-ATC
airspaces, and between ADS-ATC and non ADS-ATC airspaces [Reference 2].

1.1.18 Selective addressingSelective addressing

The future system should have the capability to contact an individual and a selected group of
aircraft; acknowledgements would not necessarily be required.

1.1.19 Service availabilityService availability

The system shall support a service availability of 99.999 per cent.

The long-term availability for communications medium supporting ADS is 99.9999 per cent
[Reference 1].
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1.2 Voice requirementsVoice requirements

Any new system must be capable of providing the functional capabilities of the present voice
system, use the spectrum as efficiently as possible, and be capable of operating with no degradation in civil
aviation system safety when compared to the present system.

Voice communications must be available between pilot and controller for use in emergency,
urgent non-routine, and safety-related situations in all circumstances [Ref. 1].

1.2.1 Party-line functional capabilityParty-line functional capability

A party-line capability is required to allow all pilots on the same channel to monitor the
conversations between other pilots and the air traffic service.

1.2.2 Direct air-to-air communicationsDirect air-to-air communications

Direct air-to-air communications shall be supported in addition to air-ground
communications.

1.2.3 QualityQuality

Clearly intelligible and acceptable quality (to the users) air-ground voice communications
shall be provided.  Consideration shall be given to providing sufficient voice quality such that it be capable of
reflecting or conveying a sense of urgency on the part of the speaker.  

1.2.4 Prevention of audio clippingPrevention of audio clipping

The system shall be capable of accepting audio without clipping immediately after
push-to-talk activation in order to prevent imposing restrictions to the speaker.

1.2.5 User-to-user throughput delayUser-to-user throughput delay

The user-to-user throughput delay shall be less than 250 ms.

1.2.6 User capacityUser capacity

The system design shall pose no constraint on the number of airborne users per common
group of user (i.e. a sector).

1.2.7 Easy entry into the air-ground systemEasy entry into the air-ground system

The system shall support entry of an aircraft into any common group of users on a “pop-up”
basis.

1.2.8 Broadcast capabilityBroadcast capability
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The system shall be capable of providing broadcast services (e.g. ATIS and VOLMET).

1.2.91.2.9 Emergency communicationsEmergency communications
1.2.9 Urgent communicationsUrgent communications

The system shall be capable of supporting existing and future emergency communications
requirements (e.g. on 121.5 MHz and scene of search communications on 123.1 MHz).

1.2.10 Dedicated functional voice channel for each air traffic controllerDedicated functional voice channel for each air traffic controller

The system shall provide a dedicated functional voice channel for each air traffic controller
and a common group of users (e.g. a sector).

1.2.111.2.11 Service restoration time.Service restoration time.

The VDL shall support voice service restoration times consistent with current practices.

1.3 Data link requirementsData link requirements

A data link communications capability shall be available for all users.

1.3.1 ATN compatibilityATN compatibility

The future VHF data subnetwork shall be compatible with  the ATN.

Requirements for ATN/mobile subnetwork compatibility are documented in Appendix 10 of
the Manual of the Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (ATN) (Doc 9578), 19th November 1993.

1.3.21.3.2 Prioritization.Prioritization.

The system shall support prioritization of data messages consistent with ICAO Annex 10,
Volume II, Chapter 5.  The subnetwork priority is used to provide resource management during times of
network congestion.  Subnetwork priority is defined in Section 5.8.3 of the Manual of the Aeronautical
Telecommunication Network (ATN) (Doc 9578).

Reference 1 identifies four levels of "urgency" attributes for processing messages for operator
access.

1.3.2 PrioritizationPrioritization

The system shall support prioritization of data messages consistent with ICAO Annex 10,
Volume II, Chapter 5.

1.3.3 Dedicated ATS and AOC RF channelsDedicated ATS and AOC RF channels
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The system architecture must be capable of supporting separate dedicated RF data channels
for ATS and AOC.

1.3.4 Message delivery time by VHF air-ground subnetworkMessage delivery time by VHF air-ground subnetwork

As part of the end-to-end ATN data link performance requirements, the VHF air-ground
subnetwork shall satisfy the message delivery time requirements of a variety of AM(R)S data link
communication functions, including, in particular, time-critical ATS communications.  The delivery time in this
context is defined to be the time to deliver complete application layer data link messages of (to be defined)
length from the source transmitter until it is successfully received and demodulated at the destination receiver.
It specifically excludes additional delays incurred through priority processing (above the media access layer)
and other delays associated with transmission protocols above the subnetwork layer.  The delivery time
includes any latency imposed by any message queue processing, the media access control layer and any
retransmissions required due to errors detected.  Specific message delivery requirements for the VHF
air-ground data link subnetwork remain to be defined.

1.3.51.3.5 Link establishment.Link establishment.

The time from the initiation to establishment of a data link connection shall not exceed 45
seconds [Reference 1, Part 1, OR2].

1.3.61.3.6 Residual message error rate.Residual message error rate.

The probability that an attempt to transfer a single data packet is not successful shall be less
than 1 in 107 for ADS messages.  This includes mis-delivery and non-delivery packets as well as undetected
packet errors [Reference 1, Appendix A to Part 1].

1.3.71.3.7 Service restoration time.Service restoration time.

The service restoration time is specified as 6 seconds [Ref. 1].

1.3.81.3.8 End-to-end throughput delay.End-to-end throughput delay.

Ref. 1 lists the delay as ten per cent of ADS message reporting period and ten seconds for
CPDLC messages.  This is the transfer delay for a single data packet of reference length 128 octets.  [It is
unclear how much of this time is budgeted to the VHF subnetwork.]

1.4 Desirable system featuresDesirable system features

1.4.1 An all digital systemAn all digital system

An all digital system is considered desirable due to the ability to support voice, data link, and
channel signalling functions in a single integrated avionics unit.  Recent advances in integrated circuit
technology allow economical implementation of digital systems.
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1.4.2 The capability to provide voice and data communications from the same avionics unitThe capability to provide voice and data communications from the same avionics unit

The system design should allow a single avionics unit to provide voice and data link
communications in a cost-effective manner.  A fundamental feature should allow the present DSB AM voice
and the new system capability to be provided in a single avionics unit.  

1.4.3 A full digital system with voice and data on the same RF channelA full digital system with voice and data on the same RF channel

A system design that provides RF channel multiplexing and multiple accessing techniques
capable of providing functionally simultaneous access to voice and data link communications on the same
RF channel could be useful in fostering the participation of minimum capability users (GA) and users with
small airframes.  (A single avionics unit and a single RF channel transmit and receive capability is consistent
with the present system minimum VHF communications capability.)  

1.4.4 ThThe capability to provide functionally simultaneous access to voice and data linke capability to provide functionally simultaneous access to voice and data link
communications from the same avionics unitcommunications from the same avionics unit

The system design should allow a single avionics unit, using a single antenna installation, to
provide functionally simultaneous access to VHF AM(R)S voice and data link communications in a practical
manner.  This functionally simultaneous capability is defined to mean the provision of voice and data link
communications to an aircraft in such a manner that simplex voice and data link communications are available
simultaneously, from a user's perspective.  That is, the service capabilities emulate those that could be
provided via the use of separate RF channels and separate radios for voice and data link.

1.4.5 Call-queuing capabilityCall-queuing capability

The future system should provide a call-queuing capability which would give an alert, in
real-time, that a station was being called.  The system should automatically indicate the order in which call
requests need to be responded to; this should be based on the priority scheme given in Annex 10.

1.4.6 Periodic end-to-end checkingPeriodic end-to-end checking

Periodic end-to-end automatic checking should be provided to ensure reliability and
availability of the system transparent to the users.

1.4.7 Urgency messages overrideUrgency messages override

Urgency messages should have an uplink-only override capability to pre-empt other
communications on the voice channel.  Also, urgency messages should have a down link-only capability which
would allow a pilot to request urgent communications with the controller.

Reference documents

1. ICAO Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS) and Air Traffic Services (ATS) Data Link
Applications (Circular 256)
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2. Third meeting of the Automatic Dependent Surveillance Panel (ADSP/3), report on Agenda Item 2.
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